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This information is provided to help you fill out your monitoring forms and 
provide you with additional information on our services. Please read this 
document prior to filling out the forms provided. 

If you have any questions, you may call 1-800-624-6866

Mon-Fri 7:30am-5:30pm PST
Sat 8:00am-3:30pm PST

You may also email your questions to sales@watchlight.com



Part 1:  How to Fill out Your Alarm Relay Forms 

Note: In order to fill out this form in Adobe Reader, you MUST HAVE Adobe Reader 8 or better. 
The latest version of Adobe Reader can be downloaded for free here http://get.adobe.com/reader/. 
The completed form can be scanned and faxed to:  (619) 422-4399.

I. New Customer Information Section 

A. Fill in your name, the physical address to be monitored, and all applicable phone 
numbers. Fill in your email address. All personal information is considered strictly 
confidential.  We will never sell your information.

B. When filling in your zip code, please use the Zip+4 format.  If you do know what your 
four digits are you can fill in zeroes instead. 

C. Fill in the Panel Type with the make and model of the alarm system. 

D. Fill in the Zone Information. A zone is the sensor or point of contact in the alarm system; 
your installer or current monitoring company can help you with this information. (For 

For Example: 

E. You may leave the Call List (Local Authority) blank; we have a complete list of all police 
jurisdiction dispatch numbers and we will verify that we are using the correct number as soon 
as we have your system online. 

F. If you are in a densely populated area, such as parts of Pennsylvania or New York, please 
include your township, borough, or precinct so that we can put an accurate dispatch number 
on your account. 

G. The Call List (Contacts) must contain your password and at least one contact number which 
cannot be the premises (home/business) number. 

These are things to keep in mind when choosing your contacts and passwords: 
Your password is a word, phrase or series of numbers that allow us to identify you as the 
account holder. 

a. Please choose something that you will recall easily, but that an intruder could not 
guess. 
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b. Do not use your arm/disarm code. 

c. When your alarm goes off, we will automatically call your home or business. If there 
is no answer, or the correct password is not given, we will then dispatch police or fire, 
depending on the signal received (unless you are in an area where we can only notify 
your contact list. If we did not ask you to sign a waiver, this does not apply to you.) 

d. After dispatch, we will begin calling your contact list. Please put them in the order 
you would like them to be contacted. 

e. Usually, you or another household member will be our first call on your cellular or 
work phone number. Any person who is authorized to be in your home and could 
accidentally set off the alarm should have a password. 

f. Your other contacts can be neighbors, friends or relatives. They will also need a 
password; it does not need to be the same as yours.  Again, choose something that 
will be easy for them to recall, such as your first name. 

II. Terms of Service 

A. One the first page of the Terms of Service Agreement, please fill in the name, address, phone 
number and email sections at the top of the form. 

B. Next, fill in the day, month and year, as well as your first and last name in the first section of 
the agreement. 

C. You must agree to 
these terms in order to start your monitoring service. 

III.Billing Information Section 

A. The breakdown of charges is detailed in the first section.

B. If you would like one or more yard signs, check the box and then click on the button 
corresponding to the number of signs you would like. The first two are $12/each, the third is 
$11.

C. Your total charges will be listed at the top of the next page. 

D. Choose your method of payment (check or credit card). 

1. If you are paying by check or money order, please include it with your New 
Customer Form and Terms of Service Agreement. We need the actual check or money 
order in hand to begin service. 

2. If you are paying by credit card, complete the Credit Card Holder Information 
Section. 
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3. Check the box at the bottom authorizing AlarmRelay, Inc. to run your credit card for 
the specified amount. 

4. (Optional) If you choose, you may also check the last box authorizing AlarmRelay, 
Inc, to sign you up for automatic bill pay for subsequent subscription years. 

E. When you have completed the form, you may save a copy for your records by clicking 

F. Form Submission 

1. When you have completed the form and saved a copy for your records, click 

file attached to it and forms@watchlight.com in the TO: field. Please type your 
name in the subject line of the email and click send. 

2. If you use a public email service such as Hotmail or Yahoo, Reader will prompt you 
to save a copy if you have not already, and then instruct you to open your email 
service through your web browser, attach the saved form, and send it to 
forms@watchlight.com. Please type your name in the subject line of the email and 
click send. 

3. We should receive your forms shortly. Please note that this email will deliver ONLY 
THE ATTACHED FORMS, and nothing you type in the body of the email message. 
If you need to correspond further with us you may reach us at sales@watchlight.com, 
or by calling us at 1-800-624-6866. 

IV.VoIP Addendum 

A. You only need to complete this form if your alarm is NOT transmitting signals via a 
traditional landline or cellular module. If the alarm is connected to a phone line that runs 
through a modem, you have VoIP and will need to sign the waiver. For more information on 
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Part 2 
How to Obtain Zone Information

Zones are simply the way that your alarm system is connected to the sensors of your main alarm 

device transmitting a signal into a receiver at the keypad or main board.  Sometimes the installer ties 
more than one sensor into a zone; in this case, the zone will be triggered by any of these sensors 
reporting in. 

currently being monitored, your monitoring company should be able to give you your zone 
information. 

Many modern systems have a keypad which has an LCD/LED read-out on it. If you have one of 
these, sometimes you can scroll through a list of zones simply by pressing a button on the keypad. 

If the keypad does not tell you which zone is which, get a partner and open the doors and windows 

will write down the zone number which appears or is lit on the keypad. 

At the very least, walk around the home or facility and identify where the sensors are, and our 
technicians will assist you in putting numbers to the zones. 

Your sensors can consist of the following ( ): 
Door/window contacts 
Motion detectors (also known as PIRs) 
Glassbreaks 
Smoke detectors 
Heat/rate of rise detectors 
Carbon monoxide detectors 
Water flow detectors 
Temperature sensors 
Panic buttons 

Determining what and where these sensors are will assist us in the proper dispatching of your alarms, 
and it will also help you if one of these sensors has a problem and needs repair. 
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Part III 
Additional AlarmRelay Services 

*ELINK Access 
This gives you access to your account via the internet where you can view alarm history, print 
reports, zone information and call list information. You will also have access to view your openings 
and closings (when the system is armed or disarmed) if you sign up for this feature. Additional set 
up and monitoring fees will apply. If you are not programmed for this feature, you will not be able to 
access it through Elink. 

Email Notify 
You are already being called when your alarm goes off... Now you can receive an email notification 
as well. We will email you an activity report of your alarm history every time we handle an alarm 
activated at home or business. 

Here is an example of what the alarm history will look like: 
06/24/08 TUE 
Name: TEST ACCOUNT Acct: TEST123 Dlr: 
901 09:23:34 SIGNAL RECEIVED: ( ) 2 
BURGLARY BACK DOOR 
09:23:56 CALLED PREMISE DIALED (555) 555-5555 
SPOKE WITH LAURA CONTACTED EVERYTHING OK 
09:24:02 LAURA - PASSCODE VERIFIED 
09:24:05 ADDED MESSAGES 
* ALL OK 
* LV 
09:24:34 ALARM RESOLUTION 

You will be able to see what activation the central station received, when it was received, and how 
the alarm was handled. 

Cellular Backup 
In order for the alarm to communicate via cellular with a Central Monitoring station, the alarm 
system must have a module added. We do not install equipment, so you would need to do this 

already using a cellular module and want to convert it to our service, you will need your current 
monitoring company to deactivate it before you leave them. 

We support the following modules: 

Telguard TG-1 - (we cannot support this in a commercial environment) 

Telguard TG-4 - (we cannot support this in a commercial environment) 

Uplink AnyNet 

DSC 3055/3060 

Napco Starlink 
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The latest version is 7845) 

Powermax and Rokonet GSMs. These modules use a SIM card. You would purchase a bank 
of minutes to use for the module and be responsible for refreshing these minutes when they 
are used or expired. We do not charge anything extra to monitor these modules. 

The Telguard modules are very easy to install yourself. For this reason, we do sell them and would be 
happy to send you additional information if you are interested. The main differences between the 
TG-1 and TG-4 are that the TG-1 is primary only. The TG-1 is ideal when you do not have a regular 
phone line in your home. The TG-4 can be used with or without a regular phone line. However, the 
Telguard modules cannot be used with older alarm systems that do not support Contact ID signal 

alarm system supports Contact ID format, please call us. In order to set up an account for this 
module, we will need the serial number of the unit 24 hours in advance. 

Uplink is best used as a back-up to a phone line. Uplink connects to the bell circuit of the alarm, so 
the bell circuit must work in order for the signal to be sent Uplink gives only generic signals unless 
you purchase additional equipment. This means that if you are using Uplink by itself, we will not 
know if it is the front door, the motion detector or the panic button that is sending the signal. In order 
to set up an account for this module, we will need the serial number of the unit prior to the 
appointment. 

Napco Starlink is compatible with Napco alarm systems. The models are SL-1/12 and SL-ISD-T. The 
ISD-T sends full zone information. 

AlarmNet modules may or may not give zone information, depending on the model used. We will 
need to schedule the appointment to bring the AlarmNet online Tuesday through Friday before 6 pm 
EST. We will need the serial number and MAC number prior to the appointment. AlarmNet is 
compatible with Ademco, Caddx and other GE systems. 

DSC 3055/3060 GSM modules need to be activated 24 hours before the appointment to bring the 
alarm online. We will need the serial number and SIM number to activate the module. There is a 
surcharge on signals from these modules. Ten signals a month is $12; extra signals are 16 cents each, 
which will be billed to your credit card on file. These modules are compatible with DSC alarm panels 
using Contact ID format and provide zone information. 

Rokonet and Powermax GSM users will need to contact T-Mobile for SIM cards, and activate the 
module with T-Mobile yourself prior to the alarm set-up with AlarmRelay. If using either of these 
GSMs, please be aware that you will need to keep track of the minutes used and refresh them when 
needed, or we may not receive signals. These modules may not work in connection with other brands 
of alarms. For more information on these modules, please consult the seller or manufacturer. 

Monitored Openings and Closings 
While these services are geared towards commercial locations, anyone may subscribe to monitored 
openings and closings. 

Openings/Closings: Log Only 
Every time the system is armed or disarmed it is logged into the accounts history. You may call at any 
time to get the information, or view the information via Elink if you are enrolled in that program. 

Supervised Openings/Closings 
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At the time of programming, you will provide us with a schedule that informs us when the location 
should be open/closed. Every time the system is armed or disarmed it is logged into the accounts 
history. If the system is armed or disarmed outside of the set schedule, we call and notify. If the 
system is not armed or disarmed at scheduled time we call and notify. You may call at any time to get 
the information, or view the information via Elink if you are enrolled in that program. 

Openings/Closings: Log Only with Reports 
Every time the system is armed or disarmed it is logged into the accounts history. You may call at any 
time to get the information, or view the information via Elink if you are enrolled in that program. We 

Supervised Openings/Closings with Reports 
At the time of programming, you will provide us with a schedule that informs us when the location 
should be open/closed. Every time the system is armed or disarmed it is logged into the accounts 
history. If the system is armed or disarmed outside of the set schedule, we call and notify. If the 
system is not armed or disarmed at scheduled time we call and notify. We will mail or email (your 

information, or view the information via Elink if you are enrolled in that program. 

If you would like more information on these available services, please call our sales staff at 
1-800-624-6866 or email us at sales@watchlight.com. 
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Part IV 
VoIP Explained 

Alarm Relay/Watchlight is committed to providing Security Monitoring to our customers in 
technologically savvy, cost effective ways. As you may be aware, new changes to telephone 
technology are challenging the security industry. Many of our current and potential clients are 
switching their telephone providers from POTS (plain old telephone service) to VOIP (voice-over 
Internet Protocol). Our plan is to help them realize a maximum savings while keeping them safe and 
monitored correctly. 

Why does VOIP present such a challenge, you might ask? 

Here is the quick and easy: VOIP is a voice service; your alarm transmits data signals. If you read the 
terms and conditions when you signed up for VOIP, you'll see that digital communicators, alarms, 
dial up modems and such cannot reliably communicate over VOIP and most VOIP providers tell you 
to maintain a regular POTS line for safety and security. 

Since VOIP is officially classified as an Alternative Information Technology and not regular phone 
service, it adheres to no known telephone standard for operation and thus fluctuates in its method of 
operation based on time of day, usage, traffic, server issues, providers, etc. This creates problems for 
alarm transmissions, as they must adhere to specifications that are absolute, not whatever is going on 
at the moment. In order for alarm manufacturers and Central Stations to use non-POTS 
communications, they must have both the security and every bit of the reliability as POTS service. 
Most consumer adapters being hawked over the internet for VOIP communications fail to address the 
need for BUILT IN battery backup, BUILT IN communications control, and BUILT IN positive 
response. Those adapters place the entire burden on the consumer to provide those items or pretend 
that they exist. Alarm panels with POTS service absolutely have those items built in. Currently, 
Alarm Relay acknowledges that there are some customers who appear to transmit reliable alarm 
signals via VOIP; we will ask the customer to sign a waiver, however, as due to circumstances 

VOIP.

order to be monitored the customer will need to purchase a device that allows the unit to 
communicate reliably with the outside world. Here are the current options, with some notes. 

1. Get a landline (POTS) for the alarm system.  A basic landline with emergency outbound 
calling only can run as low as $8 monthly; this is how the alarm was meant to transmit 
signals and is still the most reliable way for your alarm to communicate. Usually, this is the 
most cost effective way to keep the savings you realize from VOIP, and still be monitored 
safely. Alarm monitoring will remain at the regular price. 

2. Purchase a TG-1 cellular module. This module was designed for consumers who have alarm 
systems but no POTS line. The cost of the module is $275 plus shipping. The cost of alarm 
monitoring will be $20.95 per month. The advantage of this option is that there is no phone 

Internet is down. 

3. Purchase a cellular or radio module to transmit signals. These will cost approximately $250 
or more, depending on which module you purchase. This option can be used with or without 
a POTS line. We support UpLink, Telguard and AlarmNet. AlarmNet is $23.95 per month; 
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the others are $20.95 per month to monitor. Alarm Relay pays these providers a subscription 

If you have questions regarding VoIP alarm monitoring or any other alarm monitoring concerns, 
please call us at 1-800-624-6866 or email us at watchlight@watchlight.com. 
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Part V 
How can you prevent false alarms? 

1. Before activating your system: 
Lock all protected doors and windows. 
Keep pets, balloons, fans, heaters, plants, curtains, seasonal decorations, etc. away 
from motion sensor areas. 
Know how to cancel the alarm if the system activates. 

2. Educate alarm system users: 
All users, key holders or any person with legal access to your property must be 
thoroughly trained in how to operate your system, including knowledge of correct 
arming codes, pass codes, telephone numbers and procedures for canceling accidental 
alarm activations. 

3. Have your security company check and service your system regularly: 
Routine maintenance can help prevent many false alarms. 

4. Notify your security company if: 

You plan any remodeling, including replacing doors or windows, hanging drywall, 
sanding floors, installing attic flooring or basement ceiling, changing phone systems, 
installing intercoms, siding, ceiling fans or skylights, fumigating, installing wiring for 
cable or other electronics, installing anything near the system control panel or 
keypads. 
You hire domestic help, get a new pet, plan to sell your house, or are testing your 
system. 

5.
You have a phone service or name change, or if situations change, such as a disabled 
person now residing at the residence, etc. 

6. Your central monitoring station should not request a police dispatch for power outages, low 
battery signals or loss of telephone connections. 

7. Replace old police department direct co-monitoring equipment with newer, high security 
monitoring technology. Dirty or wet phone lines, telephone repairmen and service 
interruptions do not require police response! 

8. Upgrade old alarm systems to current equipment conforming to Security Industry Association 
(SIA) false alarm prevention standards, further reducing false alarms. 

CHECK LIST 
Are you and others who use the system fully educated on its proper operation? 
Does everyone with a key to your home know how to operate your security system? 
Do you take care to eliminate possible causes of false alarms? 
Have you rehearsed alarm cancellation procedures with all who use your system to cancel 
accidental alarm activations? 
Do you communicate with your security company regularly, advising of schedule changes, 
problem areas or maintenance needs? 
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Do you notify your local Alarm Coordinator when phone numbers or situations change? 
Do you have your security system instruction book and alarm company names and telephone 
numbers readily available in order to call and cancel accidental alarm activations? 

RESIDENTIAL FALSE ALARMS 
Did you know that the three major causes of false alarms are: 

User errors 
Installation or service errors 
Equipment failures? 

Did you know that more than 80% of false alarms are related to preventable user errors? 

Did you know that 20% of alarm users cause 80% of all false alarms? 

Do you think alarmed locations are entitled to unlimited police response? 

Do you think you are at greater risk when police, accustomed to responding to chronic false 
alarms, respond to a real emergency at your location? The reality is that police resources are 
limited and should never be wasted. Thousands of police patrol hours are spent investigating 

Alarm companies and alarm users must be responsible for the use and maintenance of alarm 
systems to help ensure prompt police response when an emergency really does exist. 

WHAT IS A FALSE ALARM? 

COMMON CAUSES OF FALSE ALARMS 
1. Inadequate training of people allowed access to your security system (children, neighbors, 

cleaning personnel, real estate agents, guests, relatives, babysitters, service and delivery 
personnel, etc.). 

2. Weak system batteries. 
3. Open, unlocked or loose fitting doors and windows. 
4. Drafts from heaters and air conditioning systems that move plants, curtains, balloons, etc. 
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Take police and fire fighters away from real emergencies. This embarrassing situation 
endangers responding authorities and the whole community by needlessly diverting public 
safety resources. 
Desensitizes communities to actual incidents of crime and fire and can lead to neighbors 
ignoring your alarm when it goes off. 
Make your security system less reliable and credible. 
May make you reluctant to arm your system, exposing your home and property to undetected 
theft or fire. 
Cost citizens time, personal security and money, as many jurisdictions assess costly fines for 
excessive false alarms. 

INSTALLING & ACTIVATING AN ALARM SYSTEM 
Check with your local jurisdiction to see if you are required to register your alarm system. 
When purchasing an alarm system you must remember that you are a vital part of the alarm 
function. You must completely understand how the system works, what it does and does not 
do, and what you must do to keep it in proper operating condition. 
Ensure all users of your system are provided adequate and thorough instruction on using and 
testing the system. Ask your alarm company to provide you with written instructions as well 
as a physical demonstration. 
Ensure outside audible alarms are set to sound for no more than 15 minutes before resetting. 

If you have any questions about any of the information in this document, please call us at
1-800-624-6866

Or email us at sales@watchlight.com
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